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Abstract
Interest in 3D viewing has been increasing significantly over

the last few years, with the vast majority of focus being on Vir-
tual Reality (VR), a single-user form of Stereo 3D (S3D) with
positional tracking, and Augmented Reality (AR) devices. How-
ever, Volumetric 3D displays and Light Field Displays (LFD) are
also generating interest in the areas of operational and scien-
tific analysis due to the unique capabilities of this class of hard-
ware. The amount of available 3D data is also growing ex-
ponentially including computational simulation results, medical
data (e.g. computed tomography (CT), magnetic resonance imag-
ing (MRI), positron emission tomography (PET), ultrasound),
computer-aided design (CAD) data, plenoptic camera data, syn-
thetic aperture radar (SAR) data, light detection and ranging (Li-
DAR) data, 3D data from global positioning system (GPS) satel-
lite scans, and numerous other 3D data sources. Much of this 3D
data is available in the cloud and often at long distances from
the application or user. While significant progress has been made
developing open standards for S3D devices, no standard has yet
converged that would allow 3D data streaming for devices such as
LFDs that display an assembly of simultaneous views for full par-
allax and multi-user support without the need for specialized eye-
wear. A 3D Streaming Standard is desired that will allow display
of 3D scenes on any Streaming Media for Field of Light Displays
(SMFoLD) compliant device including S3D, VR, AR, Volumetric
3D, and LFD devices. With support from the Air Force Research
Laboratories, Third Dimension Technologies (TDT), in collabo-
ration with Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) and Insight
Media, has initialized work on the development of an SMFoLD
Open Standard.

Introduction
The hardware and software tools for scientific visualiza-

tion are evolving rapidly as the computational landscape of high-
performance computing continues to expand. Multi and many-
core architectures are causing an explosive growth in data sizes
and complexities. Similarly, the collection, storage, and trans-
mission of data collected by a variety of sensor systems have in-
creased dramatically over the past 15 years and more rapid growth
is anticipated. Traditional approaches of moving source data to re-
mote systems for visualization and analysis are becoming unfeasi-
ble and scientists, operators, and decision-makers need to visual-
ize and interpret the data are frequently geographically separated
from the source that generates the information.

Server-side transmission of pre-computed visualization re-
sults (geometry and renderable objects) to client-side hardware is
an approach that reduces the amount of data to transmit while
maintaining interactive framerates for remote analysis. This
client-side rendering hardware has traditionally consisted of 2D

or Stereoscopic (S3D) display technologies. While the advantages
of binocular depth perception as a tool for analysis are well estab-
lished [1], studies have also revealed significant disadvantages to
S3D technologies [2]. Eye fatigue and nausea due to a conflict
in the accommodation and vergence cues provided to the human
visual system is an unpleasant side effect for many users [3]. In
order to reduce this discomfort, the motion picture industry lever-
ages techniques involving carefully tailored content delivered to
a stationary viewer [4]. However, the unpredictable nature of op-
erational and scientific visualization make these same techniques
impractical for real-time workflows. Furthermore, S3D technol-
ogy has limited value for parallax correct viewing since the per-
spectives are simulated from imagery that was captured from only
one or two points of view (POV).

Autostereoscopic displays or so-called Field of Light Dis-
plays1 (FoLD) are glasses-free systems offering full parallax
viewing and perspectively correct visualization for multiple per-
sons. These displays leverage the whole human visual bandwidth
with little to no visual fatigue. The FoLD class comprises sev-
eral types including lenticular, volumetric, and holographic tech-
nologies [1]. Many existing 3D capture methodologies based on
Light Detection and Ranging (LiDAR) sensors, Synthetic Aper-
ture Radar (SAR) sensors, and plenoptic cameras capture a 3D
environment that can be viewed correctly from many perspectives
only on a FoLD visualization system.

Commercial standards bodies have almost exclusively fo-
cused on the 2D and S3D class of displays while the emerging
Field of Light hardware technologies has yet to unite behind a
common model for streaming a 3D scene description. Unfortu-
nately, the burden of integrating a FoLD system into an applica-
tion space or environment is repeatedly placed on each software
application developer. The resulting proprietary 3D display hard-
ware and software formats limit the adoption and interchange of
FoLD visualization devices.

The next step in the evolution of remote 3D visualization is
the creation of a common Streaming Model for 3D data including
a scene description protocol and transmission format that is dis-
play technology agnostic. The standard should define a streaming
3D scene that can be viewed on any 2D, S3D or FoLD visual-
ization system and allow flow and POV control as required by
the host application. Current and future display prototypes in any
class (FoLD, S3D, and 2D) could then create an optimal visual-
ization from the same streaming scene description. Furthermore,
development of such an open standard would potentially enhance
the speed of development and adoption of various types of high-
resolution 3D displays, and particularly Light Field Displays. We
are aware that other efforts such as JPEG Pleno and MPEG-I are

1From this point, we’ll use the FoLD term instead of autostereoscopic
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Figure 1. Example of Command 3D Data Streaming Applications

in development in this arena, and we will attempt to closely co-
ordinate with these groups as standards are developed. We antic-
ipate that the SMFoLD Open Standard will eventually be turned
over to one of the existing National and International standards
groups.

Technical Challenges and Opportunities
The scope of the 3D streaming problem is illustrated in Fig-

ure 1. Of particular note is the diversity and range of existing so-
lutions and the lack of cohesion. Figure 2 shows a traditional 3D
streaming flow. This block diagram begins with the Source, such
as a sensor, a computational simulation, or authored content. This
Source progresses to the Display sink, which can be a traditional
2D, stereo 3D, multi-view 3D (e.g., lenticular) or a 3D FoLD dis-
play. Below each stage is a list of proprietary or open formats that
are currently available for that stage. Notable examples include
COLLADA as a file Interchange format and OpenGL for render-
ing via a real-time API. The Scene and the Network are stages that
are not as precisely defined. OpenSceneGraph and CESIUM 3D
Tiles offer potential open solutions for the Scene while glTF (gl
Transmission Format) is a new open standard from the Khronos
Group with interesting potential for the Network. Issues such as
latency, bandwidth and view dependence appear under each stage
as appropriate.

For the purposes of the SMFoLD Standard, the interchange
format will be an SMFoLD OpenGL Frame. The scene will be
described by OpenGL primitive and texture information with ad-
ditional necessary metadata. The metadata will consist of point of
view (POV), focal plane, the field of View (FOV) and other data
as needed. The network transmission format could potentially
exploit glTF. The rendering API for the Display Process will con-
sist of source OpenGL manifested in operational codes (opcodes)
which the Display Process can translate to either source OpenGL
or an alternative graphics API.

Streaming Challenge
The development of a 3D streaming model has waxed and

waned over past few decades beginning with early efforts on
VRML in the 1990s, continuing with simulation and training ef-
forts on DIS and CIGI in the 2000s, and more recently since 2009
with the WebGL. While other media formats such as MP3 audio,
JPEG images, and H.264 video have converged to recognized de-

livery standards, 3D standards still remain elusive. The analogy
between 3D streaming and other media streaming is tempting but
the comparison in Table 1 reveals differences that have stymied
3D standards from coalescing. Media (audio, image, and video)
streaming share an organic progression with a common lineage
in signal processing theory, and thus are more amenable to sam-
pling, compression and other signal elements. With 3D streaming,
connections to signal processing are more ambiguous and less ob-
vious. The world of 3D streaming currently consists of a plethora
of ad hoc formats and protocols.

Figure 2. Block diagram that illustrates the SMoLD flow from source to sink.

Comparison of 3D Streaming to Media Streaming Models.

3D Streaming

Realtime Graphics

Media Streaming

Audio, Images and Video

Sampling Non-uniform, irregular, aperiodic
(point clouds, triangle meshes)

Uniform. Regular, periodic (image
pixels, grids, bit streams)

Viewpoint Locally dynamic (user can manipu-
late) and back-channel (out of band)
selection

Globally fixed (user cannot change);
back-channel (out of band) selection

Data

Structures

Multi-dimensional and varied
(graphs, vectors, meshes, tex-
tures, points, manifolds), typically
heterogeneous

Format fixed (matrix), primarily ho-
mogeneous

Resolution Unbounded (models can be quite
large)

Bounded (bit-depth and image size
fixed by format)

Architecture Client/Server (few, if any, Peer-to-
Peer)

Mixture of Client/Server and Peer-
to-Peer

Animation Non-linear procedural (translate, ro-
tate, scale); also linear key frames
possible

Linear key frames

Compression Difficult to exploit redundancy
across mixed heterogeneous data
structures

Well-posed redundancy in space
and time for signal theory

The comparison in Table 1 further illustrates the challenges
with 3D streaming, mainly non-uniform sampling, heterogeneous
data structures and unbounded resolution. These traits are in con-
trast to traditional media streaming models, which have stronger
ties to signal processing. The lack of a strong signals foundation
complicates efforts particularly with compression across the 3D
data structures. Nominally, within each 3D streaming data struc-
ture, compression and signal elements are better defined, and so
for highly focused efforts, such as for stereo or multi-view lenticu-
lar displays, standards such as the MPEG Multi-view Video Cod-
ing (MVC) standard with Stereo (e.g., 2D+Z or 2D+Delta) and
Multiview Profiles [5] are likely more appropriate than the full
3D streaming model for FoLD systems discussed in this project.
This project proposes a complete 3D streaming model that avoids
possible shortcomings and artifacts from inherently image-based
streaming models [6].
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Viewpoint Challenge

Among these issues, view dependency is one of the key chal-
lenges for 3D streaming to overcome. With traditional 2D dis-
plays, an inherent and often unrecognized assumption is that a
single viewpoint with a particular rendering geometry defines the
conversion of 3D data into a 2D image. This view dependency
can appear throughout the various stages and subsequently breaks
support for FoLD displays, which nominally have many view-
points and not just one. Thus, viewpoint dependency introduces a
contradiction for FoLD systems.

Ideally, a 3D streaming model would be viewpoint indepen-
dent with no visibility culling allowed and would avoid 2D con-
structs such as zoom level from the Source through the Network
until reaching the Realtime API stage. At this point, a calibra-
tion of the FoLD display would inject one or more viewpoints as
needed to drive the FoLD system. This approach is a conceptual
paradigm shift in 3D rendering. The SMFoLD standard proposes
to resolve this problem by requiring Source Applications to insert
metadata into the shader source code and/or the compiled shader
code. This metadata will include viewpoint, FOV, data extent,
POV and other named variables to be determined. This will al-
low each rendering pipeline on the Display Application the abil-
ity to insert locally named variables for that particular rendering
pipeline (viewpoint).

3D Streaming

The diagram in Figure 3 shows a categorization of 3D
streaming efforts. Scene streaming involves general techniques
that transmit an entire scene for each frame. Some scene tech-
niques are essentially extension of rendering pipelines and include
WireGL [7], Chromium [8], and similar methods [9, 10, 11], in-
cluding work by Oak Ridge National Laboratory [12]. Scene
methods also include peer-to-peer concepts [13, 14], and more
recently important efforts to create browser-level streaming with
WebGL and glTF from the Khronos Group [15, 16]. Google Earth
first popularized terrain streaming with the important contribution
of Clipmaps [17] with others contributing significant enhance-
ments [18]. The work of Hoppe at Microsoft Research introduced
the notion of object streaming with the seminal paper on Progres-
sive Meshes [19]. The last streaming model is image-based ren-
dering (IBR) methods [20, 21], with major efforts on Multi-view
Video Coding (MVC) in MPEG standards [5]. Our experience
suggests that IBR methods are not a general 3D solution to sup-
port the spectrum of FoLD systems [22, 6] . However, the ar-
chitectural framework of the MPEG committee (with the notable
absence of explicit viewpoint in the forward streaming protocols)
is important and is similar to Figure 3. MVC MPEG and other
3D streaming protocols typically employ back-channel (out of
band) transmission of viewpoint selection and explicit viewpoints
in the forward channel or standard [23, 6]. An emerging area that
touches each of these categories is cloud-based mobile gaming
[24], which has important streaming lessons for user acceptance
and adoption [25].

It is our intention that 3D Streaming for the SMFoLD project
will consist of SMFoLD frames made up of metadata, OpenGL
mesh and texture, and OpenGL primitives.

Figure 3. Categorization of State of Art 3D Streaming Efforts

3D Display Systems
Over the last 65 years, the work of D. Gabor [26] has in-

spired serious efforts in developing holographic 3D displays and
the associated field of light displays [1, 27, 28]. True diffractive
holographic displays (e.g., Massachusetts Institute of Technology
(MIT) Media Lab [29, 30, 31] and University of Arizona [38]) are
decades away due to pixel size and processing needs [32, 33], but
their data requirements should be considered in the development
of a new 3D streaming standard.

Aside from the technical challenges, diffractive holograms
have more information than is useful to human vision. So re-
searchers long ago developed holographic stereograms, [34, 35,
36, 37] which reproduce all human visual cues [38] with orders
of magnitude greater efficiency than diffractive holography. Third
Dimension Technology’s (TDT) Holographic Angular Slice 3D
Display (HAS3D) [39, 40] is an electronic version of a holo-
graphic stereogram and thus avoids eye fatigue and display sick-
ness [38, 28] and provides head motion parallax [41] (i.e. look
around 3D viewing).

Other 3D display technologies include RealView [42], Holo-
grafika [43] and FoVI3D (formerly Zebra Imaging) [44]. The
FoVI3D Integral Ray or Hogel-based technology is of consider-
able interest as one of the leading full-parallax FoLD technologies
under development. New versions of the FoVI3D technology are
expected to be available over the next several years. More recently
Light Field Labs (LFL), has been developing an active pixel sys-
tem with a wave guide lens to direct the pixels into a 3D light field
[45].

XiGen and Physical Optics Corporation [46] also appear to
have developed 3D FoLD displays as indicated by several re-
lated government research grants, but limited public information
is available. Other non-holographic glasses-free 3D displays in-
clude lenticular (Philips WOWvx, Alioscopy, Zecotek) and par-
allax barrier (Sharp, Setred [47]) displays but these systems have
many challenges [38, 27]. Finally, some systems claim to be holo-
graphic [47, 48] but are not [49, 1, 28]. Glasses based stereoscopic
display systems (including movie theaters and Head Mounted
Displays) are also available. These stereoscopic systems intro-
duce convergence accommodation conflicts and make significant
portions of the human population sick or uncomfortable.

TDT has been developing FoLD systems since 2003. Fig-
ure 4 shows TDTs latest FoLD system (70 diagonal screen and
22 projector illumination) integrated in a flight simulator. TDT
developed the simulator under an Air Force Small Business In-
novation Research (SBIR) program and delivered the system to
the Air Force Research Laboratory (AFRL) in January 2017. The
FoLD display provides 3D visual cues required for training near
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object flight missions such as aerial refueling, formation flight,
take-off and landing (in particular carrier landings), and close air
support.

TDTs FoLD technology has a number of advantages for
command centers. No glasses are required for 3D viewing while
supporting full parallax look around viewing. Moving ones head
to see around objects is intuitive and reproduces all human visual
cues. Long-term viewing without eye fatigue is another advan-
tage to FoLD technologies. Continuously blended perspectives
are present without the need for pseudoscopic active flipping or
dead zones, moving mechanical parts, or motion lag associated
with traditional tracking systems. This technology can also be
used with standard ambient room lighting without the need for
light dimming or shades. Compatibility with existing 3D apps
(QT Modeler, Google Earth, AGIs STK, GXP) is also an advan-
tage. Scalable design allows for display sizes from desktops to
conference rooms to theaters.

Figure 4. Image of Flight Simulator with Integrated TDT High Resolution

FoLD System

System Overview
Figure 5 shows an overview of the SMFoLD open stan-

dard. In general, there is a 3D Source Application and an SM-
FoLD Source Process running on the source server. The SMFoLD
Source Process includes three parts (a) an interface to the 3D
Source Application that packages Source Application OpenGL
calls, data, and metadata; (b) a complete 3D Frame, and (c)
a Codec to compress, optionally encrypt and transmit the 3D
Frame. The SMFoLD Display Process includes the codec to de-
compress/decrypt and reassemble the complete transmitted 3D
frame. The SMFoLD Display Process either notifies the 3D Dis-
play Application that the 3D frame is ready or waits on a request
for the frame. Note that increasing the number of views and/or
the resolution of these views increases the quality of the light field
while the size of the geometry remains constant.

The combination of a 3D Source Application and the SM-
FoLD Source Process results in the creation of a 3D key frame
similar to a key frame in a 2D streaming application. The SM-
FoLD workflow begins with defining an interface that a Source
Application would use to create the 3D scene. The interface

would accept OpenGL function calls and, with the application
linked to the SMFoLD library (SMFoLD Source API), the func-
tions it calls will be encoded. Standard OpenGL initialization pro-
cedures, such as loading shaders and setting a central view point,
would be included. Each function will be assigned an opcode by
the standard.

Figure 5. Streaming Model for Field of Light Displays general diagram

Preliminary Results
The 3D Source Application must be linked with an SMFoLD

library that defines opcodes to replace OpenGL function calls.
The library defines an offset into a SMFoLD dynamically linked
library (DLL) for each OpenGL function call. The SMFoLD DLL
is placed in the Source Application directory. The Source Appli-
cation does not require additional information associated with the
opcodes and is concerned only with the execution of the original
OpenGL calls.

Figure 6. SMFoLD Source Process Implementation

Additional functions in the SMFoLD Source Process (sm-
fold.dll) will create additional metadata needed to complete an
SMFoLD compliant scene. The OpenGL calls in the Source Ap-
plication that indicate the rendering buffer is ready to display will
be used to signal the end of a 3D frame. This approach supports
porting existing applications to SMFoLD compliance with mini-
mum effort.

The modern development of graphics application commonly
involves the creation of shaders. Shaders provide more dexterous
instructions for the rendering pipeline than traditional OpenGL
state function calls. These unique instructions can execute dur-
ing several different stages in the graphics pipeline. Of particular
concern to our proposed model is the vertex shader. The vertex
shader is responsible for converting the input coordinates into nor-
malized device coordinates. In order to support various displays,
it will be necessary for vertex shaders to include a call to an SM-
FoLD defined function that will adjust the output of the vertex
shader so that it is correct for the viewpoint being rendered. A
shader header file will be created as part of the standard definition
that will contain a shader function that performs the geometric
adjustment. The header file will also include variable definitions
that will allow the display application to control the parameters
used for the adjustment. The variables will be defined to allow the
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display application to set an offset and rotation for a unique cam-
era perspective for each view the display generates. These cal-
culations are performed in normalized device coordinates space,
thus no display specific information is necessary. SMFoLD com-
pliance will require all 3D Source Application vertex shaders to
include this SMFoLD defined header. This header includes the
additional geometry variables such as camera position, camera
angle, FOV, and others as deemed necessary and also defines the
associated function calls that generate the additional information
needed by the FoLD display hardware. The geometry variables
are available to the Display Application and must be initialized
for each viewpoint that uses the shader.

Shown below in Figure 16 is the format of a typical SMFoLD
3D data frame.

Figure 7. Format of a Typical SMFoLD 3D Data Frame

Backwards compatibility with unmodified legacy OpenGL
applications can be accomplished if the original vertex shader
source code is available. Replacing the dynamically linked
OpenGL library with an identically named SMFoLD library al-
lows the original vertex shader code to be parsed and modified
to include the required named variables and geometry function
calls. However, full SMFoLD functionality will be limited. For
example, communication from the Display Application back to
the Source Application will not be possible.

To further reduce bandwidth requirements, a mechanism is
needed to allow a Source Application to change individual val-
ues within a reusable resource without having to download the
resource in its entirety. Only data within a frame that is changed
needs to be streamed. A complication exists from the possibility
that the data in GPU memory buffers is modified directly by the
CPU. These changes are made by the CPU outside of the graph-
ics API and the Display Process is not aware that the changed has
occurred. The solution currently is to re-transmit all of the data.
However, a more efficient method would require the Source Ap-
plication to use SMFoLD API extensions to reference and delin-
eate the changes. The Source Application would then send only
the changed data along with the necessary addressing informa-
tion, thus allowing the Display Application to apply the changes.
This change frame technique is similar to the change frame im-
plementations in 2D streaming.

The SMFoLD Source Process creates metadata that allows
the Display Application to create in-focus views. Examples of
metadata include geometry limits (extents of the data), viewpoint
changes on the FoLD display to create multiple viewpoints, infor-
mation needed to create the desired amount of parallax, and areas
of interest. This metadata can be defined either by the Source or
Display Application. Additional metadata will likely be added as
the SMFoLD standard is implemented.

Once the frame is complete and the SMFoLD Source Process
has been notified, the memory buffer is ready to be processed for
transmission. See Figure 8. Processing will include compression
and optionally encryption by the SMFoLD Source Codec. Open
source compression and encryption algorithms are available and

currently being considered for inclusion into the SMFoLD stan-
dard.

Figure 8. SMFoLD Frame Transmission

For compression we are investigating algorithms including
Lossless, Run-Length Encoding, LZ, MPEG 3DGC (connectiv-
ity), 3D Point Cloud Compression, Lossy, floating point conver-
sion, MPEG 3DGC (geometry), and JPEG (textures). The compu-
tation overhead of mesh compression is not trivial, however, and
will likely be handled separately. Lossy mesh compression im-
plemented by converting 32-bit floating point mesh location co-
ordinates to 16-bit integers offers an immediate reduction of the
mesh data without significant loss of accuracy since there are not
yet any displays with 65,000 pixels in one row or column. Table
2 demonstrates potential frame rates and corresponding compres-
sion rates for 3D Frames from various sample applications with
compression ranging from 25 percent to 75 percent.

Frame Rates (FPS) with 1 Gbps (125MBps) Speed Internet at
Different Compression Level C

Application Data Size
(Bytes)

C (25%) FPS C (50%) FPS C (75%) FPS

Google
Earth

2,049,837 1,537,377 81.3 1,024,919 122 512,459 244

Poles 1,248,427 936,320 133.5 624,214 200.3 312,107 400.5

3D Fish 4,279,805 3,209,853 39 2,139,902 58.4 1,069,951 116.8

Qt Reader 6,705,819 5,029,364 24.9 3,352,909 37.3 1,676,454 74.6

Encryption would be optionally performed on request by the
Source Application codec. Several encryption libraries are avail-
able and most have licenses that would facilitate implementation
into the SMFoLD standard. The AES method is currently the
method of choice for most new applications and is the standard
trusted by the U. S. Government. [50]

Once a frame has been pre-processed it is ready for transport.
The SMFoLD Source Process will pass the data from the memory
buffer to the network interface using standard TCP/IP protocols.

As shown in Table 2 above, frame rates on the example ap-
plications are reasonable with high network speeds. In situations
where the network speed is slower, frame rates may cause the
FoLD system images to update at an undesirable and visibly de-
tectable rate. Significant degradation to the audio signal may also
occur. In this case, higher compression ratios must be achieved
potentially at the loss of resolution, network bandwidth must be
increased, or quality degradation must be tolerated. This must be
addressed in the Source Application if additional network band-
width is not available. Since the 3D Frame uses mesh and texture
data and other OpenGL graphics primitives, the Source Applica-
tion can potentially reduce the complexity of the 3D Frame until
an acceptable frame rate is achieved. Backwards communication
(either automatic or by an operator) from the SMFoLD Display
Process will be required to implement such a solution. Note that
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bidirectional communication between the SMFoLD Display Pro-
cess and the SMFoLD Source Process is already a feature of the
proposed standard.

An SMFoLD Display Process (See Figure 9) on the receiving
end of the data stream listens on the designated network interface
port for incoming data. When the transmission is complete the
SMFoLD Display Process codec will decrypt the data if it is en-
crypted and decompress it. The results of the decompression will
be written to a shared memory buffer defined by the SMFoLD
standard. When this process is complete it will signal the Display
Application that a frame is ready to be processed.

Figure 9. SMFoLD Display Process Implementation

Summary
We have developed a conceptual design for a display agnos-

tic standard for streaming 3D graphics known as Streaming Model
for Field of Light Displays (SMFoLD). The proposed standard
will allow SMFoLD compliant displays to receive a stream of 3D
frame descriptions and render a 3D scene using a consistent and
repeatable methodology. The computer driving the display device
must be running an SMFoLD compliant display application. Re-
call Figure 1 that represents a typical command center workflow
in which an application receives streams of 3D data from multiple
sensor sources, fuses the data into a 3D graphical narrative, and
then streams the resultant 3D imagery to multiple display types.

Two SMFoLD workshops have been held by Third Dimen-
sion Technologies (TDT). The first workshop was held in October
2016 with significant help and assistance from Insight Media and
the Society of Motion Picture and Television Engineers (SMPTE).
This workshop covered the entire ecosystem required for FoLD
displays. One of the main conclusions of the workshop was that
there should be an SMFoLD standard and work should continue
to develop this standard. Another SMFoLD workshop was held
in October of 2017 at a Rockwell Collins site in Sterling, VA,
in conjunction with the Display Summit 2017 conference. Again
there was significant industry and government attendance. Both
workshops show that there is strong interest in the development
of a display agnostic 3D streaming model in both government and
industry. To further explore the material presented at these work-
shops and the summary discussions, the reader is invited to visit
the SMFoLD website, which has presentations and summaries
from both workshops [51].

Data show that a natural 3D view improves peoples perfor-
mance when making judgments about the spatial relationships
among objects in a scene. The enhanced performance can help
operators in Command and Control centers understand situations
in the battle space, provide a naturally intuitive and collaborative
environment to analyze scientific data, improve learning for medi-
cal trainees, enable architects to create structures that utilize space
more efficiently, and create environments that reduce the need for
travel. The development of a successful SMFoLD standard can
hasten the availability of interchangeably compatible FoLD sys-
tems. In addition, SMFoLD compliant Source Applications can

be run locally on SMFoLD compliant displays without the need
for streaming 3D data, thus the standard provides interoperabil-
ity of future 3D software applications with SMFoLD compliant
displays.

Creating a usable standard depends on a methodology that
overcomes the tremendous data sizes needed for Plenoptic ap-
proaches and provides display developers all of the information
necessary for their displays to create 3D scenes. The standard
proposed here starts with a simple implementation using the ex-
isting OpenGL API standards that will create relatively small 3D
Frames suitable for network transmission at potentially acceptable
3D Frame display rates.

This proposed SMFoLD standard is partially based on the
successful deployment of TDT’s Horizontal Parallax Only (HPO)
OpenGL based system, Holographic Angular Slice 3D Display
(HAS3D). Our effort builds on that success by creating a standard
that will be supported relatively easily. The idea is to start sim-
ple using a known paradigm and leave the door open for future
improvements and additions. By creating a working demo using
the HAS3D system we will be able to demonstrate the standard to
Government and Industry leaders thus accelerating adoption and
wide spread use.
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